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ABSTRACT
The class distribution of data is one of the factors that regulates
the performance of machine learning models. However, investi-
gations on the impact of different distributions available in the
literature are very few, sometimes absent for domain-specific tasks.
In this paper, we analyze the impact of natural and balanced dis-
tributions of the training set in deep learning (DL) models applied
on histological images, also known as whole slide images (WSIs).
WSIs are considered as the gold standard for cancer diagnosis. In
recent years, researchers have turned their attention to DL models
to automate and accelerate the diagnosis process. In the training
of such DL models, filtering out the non-regions-of-interest from
the WSIs and adopting an artificial distribution—usually a balanced
distribution—is a common trend. In our analysis, we show that keep-
ing the WSIs data in their usual distribution—which we call natural
distribution—for DL training is better than the artificially obtained
balanced distribution. We conduct an empirical comparative study
with 10 random folds for each distribution, comparing the resulting
average performance levels in terms of five different evaluation
metrics. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the natural
distribution over the balanced one across all the evaluation metrics.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Supervised learning; Image pro-
cessing; Image segmentation; • Applied computing→ Health in-
formatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Histological images or whole slide images (WSIs) are the digital
conversions of conventional histological glass slides containing
tissue samples [7, 17]. During the last two decades, the analysis
of WSIs has become common practice for the clinical diagnosis
of cancers by pathologists. However, the process of diagnosis has
some well-known limitations, such as being very time consuming,
laborious, and subjective to pathologists’ expertise and fatigue. To
address these limitations, researchers are investigating automatic
cancer detection using machine learning models. Specifically, the
huge success of deep learning models, such as convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), in visual recognition [15, 18, 25] motivated re-
searchers to explore their use in cancer detection in WSIs [1, 22, 32].

However, the success of CNNmodels depends on different hyper-
parameters settings. One of the most important hyper-parameters
is the class distribution of the training data. In machine learning,
the imbalanced data distribution has been shown to lead to inferior
models, compared to the balanced distribution [3, 12]. This is likely
to be the reason why the balanced distribution is the most adopted
in deep learning state-of-the-art methods [1, 8, 22], although Prati
et al. [24], for example, showed it is not optimal in all cases. Un-
fortunately, very few comparative studies exist in the literature
[24, 34, 35], and these are mainly conducted on toy data sets. How-
ever, real data sets can be far different and more complex than the
toy ones. Thus, there is no evidence that the balanced distribution
will work on cancer WSIs. Consequently, being a special kind of
image type, domain-specific studies are required for WSIs data.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3412841.3441884
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Figure 1: A WSI of a metastatic lymph node (i) with its an-
notated mask (ii), where each color represents a specific
part. The red regions represent metastasis (cancer) in the
lymph node (ROI), the blue regions represent lymph node
without metastasis (also ROI), while the gray regions rep-
resent background and other histological structures (non-
ROI). Best viewed in color.

In a whole slide image, some particular regions are considered
as regions-of-interest (ROIs), drawing the interest of pathologists
to check for abnormalities, and are in turn divided into several
classes, depending on the use purpose. In contrast, the remaining
regions are considered as non-ROIs, which are mainly background.
For example, in a WSI of a metastatic lymph node, the regions
comprising the lymph node tissue are ROIs, while the remaining
ones are non-ROIs. In this case, ROIs are further divided into cancer,
unhealthy versus non-cancer, healthy parts. Non-ROI parts are
background as well as some other histological structures such as
blood, adipose, or fibrous tissue. Figure 1 presents an example WSI
of metastatic lymph node with all the mentioned parts.

One of the important features in WSI data sets is that the pixel
distribution is usually biased towards the non-ROI class, which we
call the natural distribution, that is to say, the distribution provided
in the data set. Typically, a WSI contains 70 to 80% of non-ROI
pixels on average [20, 32]. It is common practice to remove the
non-ROIs from the computation pipeline by applying some pixel
filtering algorithms [20, 32]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the usability of non-ROIs during training has not been investigated
so far.

Regarding the ROI classes, the natural distribution is either bal-
anced or imbalanced depending on the included WSIs in the data
set. It is common practice to artificially balance the ROI classes
when they are not in the natural distribution of the data set. In
the case of WSI, related work does not analyze the impact of these
distributions on the results.

While related work concludes that it is usually more appropriate
to balance the examples in each class in the training data set, we
believe the cancer WSI case can be very different from the used

toy data sets. Indeed, cancer WSI data have very specific inter-class
similarities and intra-class differences. Wang et al. [33] considers
it can lead to false predictions. Moreover, according to our own
manual observations, ROIs and non-ROIs contain some common
histological structures, which we think could be useful in resolving
confusion regarding class variability and similarity. Thus filtering
out non-ROI may not be the best practice in such cases.

In this paper, we present an empirical comparative study be-
tween the popular artificially-balanced and imbalanced distribution
(e.g. original distribution of real data) of WSI data. Through this
study, we also found useful insights regarding the usefulness of
non-ROIs during training. We believe that the results of our study
are specifically important when building new data sets, in order to
know which class examples are worth annotating.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first present
the related work in Section 2. We describe our methodological
framework along with the data set, hyper-parameter settings, and
evaluation metrics in Section 3, while the results are presented and
discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we draw some conclusions and
mention future directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Most of the real-world data is skewed towards certain classes [27].
This skewness is usually considered as a problem that makes the
classification task challenging for a classifier. Many studies have
been carried out to measure the impact of artificially-balanced train-
ing sets, some suggesting straightforward data-level modifications
[3, 10, 16, 19], such as oversampling, undersampling, or using syn-
thetic data, and others suggesting algorithm-level modifications
[12, 30], such as applying a weighted cost function. There are even
pieces of work that tried to combine data-level and algorithm-level
changes [4, 36, 37]. Prati et al. [24] listed some of the most popular
data and model balancing methods, focusing on classical machine
learning problems, yet, only a few studies discuss the deep learning
perspective [2, 11]. Buda et al. [2] compared different methods to
address the class-biased problem. According to the authors, imbal-
anced data has an adversarial effect on the classification accuracy
of CNNs, as for classical machine learning techniques. Johnson
and Khoshgoftaar [11] conducted a detailed survey on recent tech-
niques to deal with the imbalanced data problem in deep learning,
concluding that no method has enough evidence of superiority in
dealing with class imbalance using deep learning.

All the aforementioned articles consider the imbalanced data as
inauspicious for learning, suggesting methods to make the class dis-
tribution of the training data balanced, although the generalization
of such methods to specific domains is yet to be proven. In particu-
lar, comparative studies on different distributions are required to
make a conclusive decision on each data category. However, such
studies are few. Weiss and Provost [34, 35] showed that neither the
naturally-occurring class distribution nor the balanced distribution
is the best for learning, and often, substantially better performance
can be obtained by using a different class distribution. In their
analysis, they employed 26 data sets from the UCI repository [6].
According to the analysis of Prati et al. [24] on 20 data sets from
UCI and a few other private data sets, the most recommended dis-
tribution for seven different learning algorithms, including neural
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networks, is the balanced distribution. They conclude that only
Support Vector Machines are less affected by the class imbalance.
However, the study was done on toy data sets. Thus, there is no
evidence that the commonly-prescribed balanced distribution is
a generalizable solution for more complex real data sets. Conse-
quently, a separate dedicated analysis is required for every special
kind of data, like WSIs.

To our knowledge, there is no such comparative study for the can-
cer detection task fromWSIs, while this is beneficial to be known for
an optimal outcome of a cancer detection system. Moreover, in state-
of-the-art cancer detection systems for WSIs [21–23, 31, 32], the
common practice is to filter out non-ROIs and to create a training
set with an artificially-balanced or a slightly-skewed distribution
to the negative ROI class. Thus, the original data distribution and
the use of non-ROIs are yet to be explored.

3 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 Different Class Distributions
To evaluate the importance of the class distribution in the training
set, we run a series of experiments that use two different distri-
butions. Specifically, we consider the natural distribution, which
refers to the initial distribution of the data set, i.e., the distribution a
WSI data set naturally has or as provided by stakeholders or pathol-
ogists. On the other hand, we consider the balanced distribution,
which is artificially generated such that classes become uniformly
distributed.

WSIs are a special kind of image. They are produced by a whole
slide scanner which is a microscope under robotic and computer
control, equipped with highly specialized cameras containing ad-
vanced optical sensors [7]. Unlike a usual image, a WSI contains
information of multiple levels (usually, 8 to 10) of resolution in
the same file that allows the extraction of images with low to high
magnification levels. The extracted WSIs are usually very large in
size, considering the level of extraction. For example, at 40× mag-
nification or level 0, a WSI could be several gigapixels in size. It is
impractical to use gigapixelsWSIs as direct input to CNNs. To tackle
the memory issue, the usual practice is to consider patches rather
than whole WSIs for CNN training. We also follow this principle in
our study. Thus, we extract overlapping patches and corresponding
ground-truth annotation masks from the annotated training data
of metastatic lymph node WSIs.

The extracted patches are categorized into different categories to
facilitate the creation of different class distributions for the analysis.
These categories of patches are defined according to the pixel classes
of the patches. In particular, patches that contain more than 99.99%
non-ROI pixels are labeled as the other (O) category. The remaining
patches belong to one of the following categories based on the
presence of corresponding class pixels: cancer (C), lymph node (¬C),
and mixed (C&¬C) with an optional presence of class O pixels.
Among all the patch categories, we consider the category C&¬C
as a multiclass patch category (since it contains two ROI classes at
the same time).

We generated the two distributions of classes in the training set
by selecting patches from these different categories, as shown in
Table 1. To train a model with a balanced distribution, we design
experiment E.a by considering the same number of patches from

Table 1: Experiments: balanced distribution (E.a) and natu-
ral over-representation of classO (E.b) with a total of 9 units
of patches in the training set of each experiment.

Experiment ID Distribution Patch ratio
(O : C : ¬C)

E.a Balanced 3 : 3 : 3
E.b Natural 7 : 1 : 1

each of the three classes. On the other hand, to train a model with
the natural distribution, we design E.b, where, the training set is
highly biased (7 times) toward the class O similar to the usual
natural distribution in the WSI. In other words, in the training set
of E.b, almost 78% of examples are from class O. We keep the total
number of patches equal in both experiment settings for the sake of
fair comparison. Hence, it is not possible to utilize all the extracted
patches at the same time in an experiment. Rather, a subset from
each category is selected randomly by maintaining the class ratio
of a distribution in a particular experiment.

3.2 Network and Hyper-Parameter Setting
We selected U-net [26] as our CNN architecture because it has been
proven to be effective even when using very few training images
and its training time is manageable. We implemented the U-net
architecture using Keras [5] with the TensorFlow backend.

In all the experiments, 80% of the training data samples are used
to train the model, the remaining 20% being kept for validation. The
validation set is selected randomly from the training set. Themodels
were trained from scratch, i.e., without using transfer learning. We
evaluated the trained model on the designated test data set, which
was completely unseen during training.

After preliminary empirical evaluation, we set the number of
epochs to 35 and the mini-batch size to 5. We opted for the cate-
gorical cross-entropy as loss function, similar to the original U-net.
To optimize the objective function, we used the Adam optimizer
[13]. The initial weights were drawn randomly from the zero-mean
Gaussian distribution, as recommended by Krizhevsky et al. [15].
We used a standard deviation of 0.05, which is the default setting
in Keras.

We ran the same experiments for different learning rates (10−5,
10−4) and different seeds, observing consistent results across the
various configurations. Hence, in Section 4, we report the results
using one setting only.

3.3 Training / Testing Principle
In the training step, we generate the natural and the balanced
class distributions in the training set by selecting patches from
the different categories as defined in the previous sub-section and
considering the distribution in Table 1.

The random patch selection is followed by the shuffling of the
whole training set to prevent all patches in a mini-batch being from
the same category. This makes the convergence faster during train-
ing and provides better accuracy [14]. Once the training set with a
particular class distribution is created, the CNN model is trained
on top of it. Since the CNN model is influenced by the random
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Table 2: The number of patches that belong to each category
in the training set of the MLNTO data set, when WSIs are
downsampled by a factor of 8× and the stride is𝑑/2 (i.e., 192).

Patch category #patches

Other (O) 90, 374
Cancer (C) 15, 328
Lymph node (¬C) 17, 274
Mixed (C&¬C) 4, 922

weight initialization and the stochastic training process, training
the model once might not be enough to validate our hypothesis.
Thus, we perform 10 runs for each class distribution, averaging the
corresponding results. For two experiments presented in Table 1,
we have a total of 2×10 = 20 runs for a particular parameter setting.

During inference, the trained model is employed to predict the
annotation mask of the unseen test WSIs. For this purpose, equally-
sized overlapping patches from the test WSIs are considered for
prediction. We empirically set half of the pixels of a test patch in
the middle as a central region (CR) and the remaining part as a
border for each patch. Although the patches are overlapping, the
CRs themselves are non-overlapping in a test WSI. The trained
model predicts the pixel-level confidence score for each class in
the corresponding patch. We annotate a pixel with the class corre-
sponding to the highest confidence score. However, the predicted
score for the CR of a patch is taken into account during evaluation.

3.4 Data Set
We utilized the Metastatic Lymph Node data set, named MLNTO,
from the University Cancer Institute Toulouse Oncopole. MLNTO
is a private data set containing metastases (cancer that spread from
its origin to other parts of the body) of 16 primary cancer types and
organs, for example, melanoma, adenocarcinoma and squamous
cell carcinoma of various anatomical sites.

The data set contains WSIs of lymph nodes stained with hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E). Two expert pathologists have provided
the ground-truth segmentation masks for all of the WSIs. The three
classes as mentioned previously were considered during the anno-
tation (see Figure 1): metastasis/cancer (C), lymph node (¬C), and
so-called other (O), the latter being either background or histologi-
cal structures, such as adipose or fibrous tissue. The ground-truth
masks are given for WSIs that are downsampled by a factor of 8
from the highest resolution, i.e., at level 3 resolution.

We first extract patches from the WSIs. Although random patch
sampling is usually applied for patch extraction [21, 22, 32], we
extract overlapping patches by maintaining a fixed stride, since
we empirically found that using a regular grid performs better
than random sampling. Furthermore, there is a lack of sufficient
contextual information at the edges of a patch, and CNNs, like
U-net, mostly focus on the center region of an input image. Hence,
it is preferable to learn from overlapping patches to capture all
regions of a WSI.

A total of 127,898 overlapping patches of dimension (𝑑 × 𝑑 =)
384 × 384 pixels have been extracted with a stride of 𝑑/2 from the
training set. The value of 𝑑 has been empirically determined for

Table 3: A pixel statistics reporting the average number (in
millions and percentage) of pixels of each class per WSI in
the training and test sets of MLNTO data set. Considered
WSIs are downsampled by a factor of from the original res-
olution.

C ¬C O

Train Mean in millions 15.2 14.6 107.4
Mean in % 11.1 10.6 78.3

Test Mean in millions 20.0 9.8 114.8
Mean in % 13.8 6.8 79.4

the segmentation task. The number of patches that fall into each
category are given in Table 2.

In our study, we exclude the patches from the mixed (C&¬C)
categories, since these might be problematic in loss calculation and
gradient optimization for CNNs, according to Halicek et al. [9].
Among the remaining categories, C has the minimum number of
patches (15k), thus, for a balanced distribution, we consider 15k
patches from each category in E.a. Likewise, in E.b, to respect the
natural data imbalance without increasing the total number of
patches, we considered 35k patches from the category O and 5k
from each of the other two categories, C and ¬C. In summary, the
training data for each experiment consists of a total of 45k patches.

Figure 2: Class distributions of the pixels in the training (i)
and test set (ii) of the MLNTO data set.

Table 3 and Figure 2 show the class distributions of the pixels in
the training and test data sets. The statistics show that the natural
data distribution is imbalanced with an over-representation of the
class O in comparison to classes C and ¬C. In the training set, the
percentage of class O, C, and ¬C in a WSI are on average 78.3%,
11.1%, and 10.6%, respectively, while in the test set they are 79.4%,
13.8%, and 6.8%, respectively. The imbalanced nature of the data
convinced us to better understand the impact of balanced versus
imbalanced distribution of the classes on the trained model.

3.5 Evaluation Metrics
For a clinical system, false negative (FN) and false positive (FP)
values are both important. Therefore, we considered evaluation
metrics that capture both features.

In particular, we utilized the following well-known evaluation
metrics to evaluate our trained models: accuracy (Acc), precision
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(P), a.k.a positive predictive value (PPV), recall (R), a.k.a sensitivity
or true positive rate (TPR), F1-measure, receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve, and precision-recall (PR) curve. Here, the
former four metrics were computed based on the argmax decision
(based on a single threshold or cutoff point) of the model’s predic-
tion scores, while the latter two metrics were computed based on all
possible threshold values. The precision and recall are responsive
to the FP and FN, respectively, while the PR curve expresses the
trade-off between precision and recall. Another widely-used metric,
the ROC curve, plots the recall/TPR at every false positive rate
(FPR) point. Here, FPR is equivalent to 1-specificity.

Furthermore, we applied F1-measure, accuracy, and area under
curve (AUC) to summarize the performance of the models. Among
all the metrics, the precision, F1-measure, and PR curve can capture
the poor performance of the classifier for the imbalanced test set
[28].

All aforementioned metrics were applied in our patch-level eval-
uation since it is impractical to consider each pixel in a WSI. In this
regard, we employed some post-processing on the predicted scores
to compute the curve-based evaluation metrics. More precisely, we
took the maximum of the predicted scores of all CR pixels in a test
patch as the predicted score of that patch for a particular class, in
this case, for class C. To calculate the mean curve of the 10 runs, we
normalized the predicted scores for each run by applying min-max
normalization then we used interpolation to compute the mean
curve.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 3: Comparison between experiments, E.a (for bal-
anced distribution) and E.b (for natural distribution) for
class C. Here, the top of each bar represents mean perfor-
mance and the black line segment, which is known as the
error bar, represents ± standard deviation. The experiments
are arranged according to the ascending order of the preci-
sion.

Figure 3 presents the results of our experiments based on the
argmax decision on the predicted scores of the models. We present
both the mean and standard deviation considering the 10 runs.

On Figure 3, the results show that the naturally imbalanced distri-
bution (E.b) is better than the artificially balanced distribution (E.a)
in terms of all evaluation metrics, except for recall. The precision
of E.b (second sub-part) is 7% higher than that of E.a., which means
that the distribution with over-represented class O (E.b) produces
less false positives than the balanced distribution (E.a).

On the other hand, according to the recall (third part of Figure 3),
the result is opposite, namely the balanced distribution (E.a) gives
higher recall than the other distribution. One of the reasons could
be the number of positive examples in the training set. To keep the
same total number of training examples in both experiments (for a
fair comparison), we did not use all the positive examples (class C)
in E.b, while in E.a, we utilized almost all positive examples.

Since recall and precision are inversely proportional, we also plot
the F1-measure to compare the overall result by considering both
precision and recall at the same time. According to the F1-measure,
E.b is better than the E.a.

Figure 4: Mean ROC curves with standard deviation (std.
dev.) of E.a (balanced distribution) and E.b (natural distribu-
tion) for class C.

While Figure 3 presents results for a single threshold point (cut-
off), Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the results for all possible threshold
points. In these figures, we present the mean curves resulting from
the 10 runs as well as the standard deviation.

According to both ROC and PR curves, the natural distribution
(E.b) is better than the balanced distribution (E.a). In Figure 4, we can
observe that E.b has higher TPR (i.e., sensitivity or recall) than E.a,
at almost every FPR points. In other words, models trained under
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Figure 5: Mean PR curves with standard deviation (std. dev.)
of E.a (balanced distribution) and E.b (natural distribution)
for class C.

the natural distribution give higher recall, while also producing
less false positives (FP) than the models trained under the balanced
distribution.

Although the ROC curve is a popular metric to evaluate biomedi-
cal models, neither TPR nor FPR can capture the poor performance
of the models for the imbalanced test data [28]. Thus, as an alter-
native, we report the results in terms of the PR curve as well (see
Figure 5). According to the PR curve, the precision (i.e., PPV) of
E.b is higher at almost every recall (i.e., TPR/sensitivity) point than
E.a. Even at the recall point 1.0 (i.e., at 100% recall), the precision
of E.b is better than that of the random chance baseline, while the
precision of E.a is as low as the random chance.

In Table 4, we present some example predictions of E.a (3𝑟𝑑 row)
and E.b (4𝑡ℎ row) with the corresponding test WSIs (1𝑠𝑡 row) and
ground-truth (GT) masks (2𝑛𝑑 row). Here, we choose the WSIs with
three characteristics, most FP generative (1𝑠𝑡 column), WSI with
micro metastasis/C (2𝑛𝑑 column), and full negative (3𝑟𝑑 column).
The predictions show that E.b produces less FP than E.a.

We further investigate the reasons why using the natural dis-
tribution turned out to be superior, by manually looking at the
predicted masks. According to our thorough observation, we fig-
ured out that the miss-classification by E.a (balanced distribution)
is due to the inter-class similar regions: the regions containing com-
mon histological structures, e.g., blood, fibrous tissue, etc. These
histological structures are common in both ROI (C and ¬C) and
non-ROI (O) regions (see Figure 6). When an ROI contains such
a histological structure by comprising a small area in a gigapixel
image, it is practical to overlook that small area and annotate it

Table 4: Examples with ground-truth annotations and pre-
dictions taken from both E.a and E.b experiments. Best
viewed in color.

Most FP Micro C Full negative

W
SI

G
T

E.a
E.b

as a corresponding ROI (C or ¬C) instead of annotating it as non-
ROI, although the annotation is actually wrong. During training,
we thus need enough examples of these inter-class similar regions
(i.e., over-representation of class O) with their actual annotation to
compensate the unavoidable pitfall of the annotation, otherwise it
might cause false positives during prediction [29].

5 CONCLUSION
In this research, we performed a data-level comparison between
naturally imbalanced and artificially balanced distributions, thus
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Figure 6: Some examples of confusion between classes O and C caused by inter-class similar region with common histological
structures. Images (i), (ii) and (iii) represent patches from the training set that belong to category C, which also contain fluid,
blood and fibrosis with lymphocytes, respectively. Images (iv), (v) and (vi) represent patches from the test set that belong to
categoryO, containing the same histological structures as the above images. During training, if there are not enough examples
of class O containing the mentioned structures, the respective histological structures in the test patches are predicted as class
C (false positive). Best viewed in color.

determining the usability of the non-ROIs in WSIs for CNN train-
ing. According to our analysis, the commonly-prescribed balanced
distribution for CNNs does not provide the best performance. In-
stead, the original training set, which is naturally biased towards
the non-ROI class, produces the best performance for cancer detec-
tion. Moreover, the results illustrate the usefulness of the usually
filtered out non-ROI data. Specifically, these examples are useful
to be added during CNN training to solve the inter-class similarity
between ROIs and non-ROIs, thus reducing false positives during
prediction. Notably, prediction with less false positives reduces
pathologists’ workloads during cancer detection. We believe that
the findings of this study can be useful for researchers in cancer
detection from WSIs, providing a new viewpoint that can make
them reconsider using the natural distribution and the non-ROIs in
building training data. In some regard, our work is limited because
we only considered the natural and the balanced distribution. In
future work, it would be interesting to observe the impact of other
distributions, e.g., lymph-node biased or cancer biased distributions.
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